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52 Opal Street, Goulburn, NSW 2580

Bedrooms: 3 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 3 Area: 567 m2 Type: House
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Contact agent

Welcome to 52 Opal Street! This charming character home beautifully marries the timeless elegance of character with

contemporary comforts.  Located just a 15-minute stroll from the CBD*, this property features three bedrooms, two

bathrooms, a recently upgraded kitchen, a laundry room, and a large garage. It also boasts remarkable additions such as a

garden shed, a carport, rear lane access, and meticulously tended gardens.Key Features:- Three generously proportioned

bedrooms, providing ample space for your family, guests, or a dedicated home office.- Two bathrooms and three toilets for

convenience- The newly revamped kitchen is a culinary haven with its cutting-edge appliances, ample storage, and casual

dining. - A practical laundry room, designed to meet your laundering and storage needs with ease. - The spacious garage

ensures room for your vehicles, hobbies, or additional storage requirements.- A garden shed, ideal for gardening

enthusiasts, tool storage, or as a creative workspace. - Convenient carport, offering shelter for extra vehicles or

recreational equipment.- There is rear lane access, enhancing the convenience and functionality of your daily life.-

Embrace sustainable living with the installed solar panels. Not only will you be reducing your carbon footprint, but you'll

also enjoy the cost-saving benefits of harnessing the power of the   sun.- The beautifully landscaped garden is a tranquil

oasis, providing a perfect escape or a fantastic setting for outdoor gatherings, barbecues, and leisure activities.- The

interior and exterior of this property are meticulously maintained, reflecting the genuine pride of ownership and care

invested in the home.-Additional features include plantation shutters, adding a touch of elegance and practicality to this

stunning home.This character-filled home is more than just a place to reside; it's a testament to  traditional architecture

seamlessly blended with modern upgrades to cater to your contemporary lifestyle. Here's your golden opportunity to

transform this property into your forever home.To schedule a private viewing or to receive more information about this

remarkable property, don't hesitate to reach out to Jess today 0427 768 003. Come and experience the perfect fusion of

classic charm and modern convenience within this character-filled gem!


